
Sweetheart 401 

Chapter 401: Don’t Forget That You Married Into The Mu Family Under My Name! 

Seeing her hesitation, Luo Chenxin’s could no longer maintain the smile on her face. 

Hence, her face darkened, “What’s the matter? You can’t bear to leave? Do you really think that you’re 

the Young Madam of the Mu Family? Don’t forget that you married into the Mu Family under my name! 

So, you’re just an imposter! The person Young Master Mu loves is me, and the person he wanted to 

marry is also me!” 

Luo Chenxi almost burst out laughing when she heard this. 

“You’re right, I’m indeed an imposter! But, you said that Mu Yichen wanted to marry you? When I 

arrived at the Mu Family, he personally warned me not to think that I’m the Young Madam of the Mu 

Family just because I’m married to him! He even told me to stay away from him. It seems that your 

relationship with him isn’t that good either?” 

Luo Chenxin was instantly angered from embarrassment when she was exposed on the spot. 

“Enough, no matter what, you have to leave the Mu Family! Immediately!” 

However, Luo Chenxi slowly shook her head, “No, I can’t leave now.” 

At that moment, when she thought of leaving Mu Yichen’s side, the pain in her heart was so intense that 

it almost suffocated her. 

This pain made her understand one thing, which was that she really could not leave that man anymore. 

Actually, she did not know when it started, but she had already gotten used to living with that cold and 

arrogant Young Master as she gradually drowned in those deep, dark eyes of his. 

Hence, Luo Chenxin’s face instantly darkened. “What do you mean? What do you mean by you’re not 

leaving? Are you saying you want to stay in the Mu Family and not leave?! 

“Who do you think you are? Do you think that Mu Yichen is really in love with you just because he treats 

you better? Listen here, no matter how well he treats you now, as long as he knows that you lied to him 

with your fake identity, he will definitely fall out with you immediately! After all, it’s impossible for a 

person like him to accept betrayal!” 
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Luo Chenxi’s face was slightly pale. “I know… I know that he can’t accept others lying to him…” 

‘Mu Yichen has warned her a few days ago to not lie and betray him! 

‘Because of this, I’ve been hesitant and dare not tell him the truth. 

‘But now, I’ve thought it through. 

‘No matter what the final outcome is, be it Mu Yichen forgives me or be furious at me, I’m still going to 

give it a try… 



If Mu Yichen really falls out with me, I can only blame myself for looking up to the wrong person.’ 

However, it was obvious that Luo Chenxi did not speak her thoughts in front of Luo Chenxin. 

This was because she did not want to alert Luo Chenxin before she actually confessed to Young Master 

Mu. 

Hence, Luo Chenxi thought for a moment and said, “This is all too sudden. I can’t leave right away even 

if I wanted to. You should at least give me some time to make the arrangements, right?” 

Luo Chenxin narrowed her eyes and looked at her for a while before she suddenly said, “I heard that you 

like my daughter, so you don’t want her to be separated from her biological mother, do you? No matter 

how good you are to her, you’re not her biological mother after all…” 

Luo Chenxi could not hold back her anger when she heard her mention the little dumpling. 

“Luo Chenxin, how could you still have the audacity to mention Tang Tang! Tang Tang’s just a little girl, 

yet you still abused her like that! What right do you have to be her mother?” 

When she thought of what Luo Chenxin had done to the little dumpling, she even had the intention to 

kill Luo Chenxin! 

However, Luo Chenxin was actually relieved after being scolded by her. 

She had said so much just now to test Luo Chenxi’s reaction and see how much she knew about what 

happened four years ago. 

‘Based on this, it seems that Luo Chenxi still doesn’t know anything… 

‘In that case, I have nothing to worry about. 

‘I can use my last trump card now.’ 

At that thought, Luo Chenxin sneered, “Alright, enough with the negotiations. I’ll give you two days. You 

have to leave whether you like it or not! Unless… You don’t hold any regard for Lu Wenjun’s life 

anymore!” 

Chapter 402: Wouldn’t It Have Been Better if You Were This Reasonable To Begin With? 

Hearing her mention Lu Wenjun’s name, Luo Chenxi’s body trembled as an ominous premonition arose 

in her heart. 

“What did you say? You… What do you plan to do to my mother?!” 

Luo Chenxin sneered and said, “That’s enough, stop lying to me. You want to think about it? I knew it… I 

knew you would definitely be unwilling to leave after winning over Young Master Mu. Well, anyone who 

has the chance to become the Young Madam of a wealthy family would definitely be reluctant to leave! 

So, before I came here, I’d already helped Lu Wenjun transfer to another hospital. 

“So, if you want to see her, leave the Mu Family quietly and I will allow you to see her. Otherwise… 

You’d be better off thinking that she’s dead!” 

‘I’ve already asked Reese to go to Yi-Her International Hospital personally to get this done.’ 



Hence, Luo Chenxi clenched her fists tightly, trying to keep herself calm. 

After taking a deep breath, she said, “No, that’s impossible! A large hospital like Yi-Her International 

Hospital won’t be able to complete the transfer procedures that quickly! Stop trying to lie to me…” 

Before she could finish her sentence, her phone suddenly rang. 

Luo Chenxi subconsciously turned her head and saw the name “Lin Sheng” on the screen! 

Hence, her heart skipped a beat as she hurriedly answered her phone. 

“Miss Luo, something bad has happened! A group of ferocious men suddenly rushed into the hospital 

and forcefully took Miss Lu away. Our medical staff couldn’t stop them at all! What’s going on? Have you 

offended someone?” 

As soon as the call connected, Lin Sheng’s anxious voice was heard. 
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Thus, Luo Chenxi’s body turned cold and her voice was trembling. 

“Where did they take my Mommy? Which hospital did they transfer her to?” 

Lin Sheng said anxiously, “I don’t know either! They didn’t even go through the transfer procedures! The 

group of people directly tied up Miss Lu, stuffed her into a black car and left! The car didn’t even have a 

license plate. What… What’s going on? Miss Lu’s condition has worsened, so if she is severely agitated, 

something bad’s going to happen!” said Lin Sheng. 

At the same time, Luo Chenxi’s heart sank bit by bit. 

She did not expect that Luo Chenxin would actually be that powerful. ‘She’s even more shameless and 

vicious than Luo Anguo!’ 

After she hung up the phone, she looked at Luo Chenxin, desperately trying to control her impulse to kill 

her. 

“Luo Chenxin! How could you do this? With my mother’s current health condition, you will really kill her! 

If something were to happen to her, I will definitely expose everything. If that happens, we might as well 

die together!” 

Luo Chenxin smiled disapprovingly and said, “Don’t worry, I’m only inviting Auntie Lu over as my guest 

for a few days. I don’t have any enmity with her, so why would I harm her? I know that she’s in poor 

health, so I’ve especially invited a cardiologist to accompany her, you don’t have to worry at all. As long 

as you leave the Mu Family, you’ll be able to see her. Moreover, I’ll be responsible for finding a heart 

donor for her within a week.” 

Although she said it nicely, Luo Chenxi had already seen through her true colors. Hence, she did not 

believe her words at all! 

However, now that Lu Wenjun was in her hands, Luo Chenxi had no room to bargain. 

Thus, she gritted her teeth and could only choose to submit temporarily. 



“Alright, I’ll listen to you and leave the Mu Family within two days.” 

Luo Chenxin laughed proudly, “Wouldn’t it have been better if you were reasonable to begin with? I’ll be 

waiting for your good news then. 

“However, don’t try to play any tricks. After all, Miss Lu’s body is very weak. If you try anything silly and 

have me spooked, I might just have a larger reaction. Then, who knows how it would affect her health…” 

Chapter 403: It’s Time For Me To Wake Up From This Dream… 

 

When Luo Chenxi heard such a threat, a burst of anger rushed to her head. 

Hence, she took a deep breath and forced herself to calm down. 

“I shall remember this. But, I would also like to remind you of something, Sis!” 

“What is it?” Luo Chenxin casually asked. 

Luo Chenxi stared at her and slowly said, “You’d better guarantee that my Mummy is alive and well. If 

anything happens to her, I swear… I will kill you with my own hands!” 

Hearing this, Luo Chenxin’s first reaction was that it was laughable. 

‘I’ve got Reese’s underground forces behind me, and I’ll soon become the Young Madam of the Mu 

Family, the number one noble family. 

‘So, Luo Chenxi wants to kill me? She’s daydreaming!’ 

But for some reason, seeing Luo Chenxi’s cold gaze, Luo Chenxin couldn’t help but feel a chill in her 

heart… 

She was actually feeling scared at that moment! 

After saying that, Luo Chenxi didn’t look at her anymore and directly left the cafe. 
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… 

In the end, Luo Chenxi didn’t know how she got back to the Mu Family. 

However, as soon as she got home, she threw herself onto the bed. 

The conversation she had with Luo Chenxin in the afternoon kept replaying in her mind after that. 

‘I didn’t expect that Luo Chenxin is actually still alive! 

‘Moreover, she’s come back so suddenly. As soon as she came back, she kidnapped Mummy to force me 

to leave the Mu Family.’ 

Hence, Luo Chenxin’s sudden appearance had shattered her dream-like life. 

‘My life has been smooth-sailing for quite some time already. 



‘Not only has my career been smooth-sailing, my relationship with Young Master Mu has also been 

getting better and better. 

‘The national husband who has once seemed cold and unapproachable, now has got a gentle look in his 

deep, dark eyes. 

‘Apart from that, the cute little princess would follow me around everyday and call me her favorite Big 

Sister, which is much more important than her biological mother. 

‘In fact, even the two elders of the Mu Family and Mu Yichen’s younger siblings have acknowledged me 

and even protected me on various occasions. 

‘All of this has given me an illusion, it’s as if I really own all of this! 

‘It feels like I really am that lucky person, the Young Madam of the Mu Family and Mu Yichen’s wife! 

‘However, what’s fake will still be fake. 

‘It’s about time for me to wake up from this dream…’ 

Smack! 

At that moment, Luo Chenxi suddenly woke up from her thoughts, covered her butt, and sat up from the 

bed. 

“Mu… Mu Yichen! You smacked my butt again!” 

The tall and handsome man stood by the bed, slightly lowered his head, and looked at her from the 

corner of his eyes. 

From that angle, she could see his tall nose bridge and long eyelashes. He was so handsome that it 

looked like he was a person drawn on a canvas. 

“Stupid woman, your butt is perked up so high… Weren’t you just waiting for someone to smack it?” 

‘Such a handsome man… But, the moment he opens his mouth, it makes me want to beat him up.’ 

At that thought, Luo Chenxi almost couldn’t stop himself from kicking him. 

However, before her foot touched his body, she retracted it. 

Thinking that they were going to be separated soon and the possibility that they would never see each 

other again, she couldn’t bring it upon herself to kick him. 

‘I don’t want to leave him with the impression that I’m a fierce tigress.’ 

Seeing the little woman dawdling by the bed, Mu Yichen bent down and picked up her slippers. 

Then, he pinched her slender ankles and put them on her personally. 

“You can’t even find your slippers, how stupid can you get! Alright, it’s time to go downstairs and eat.” 

A strong hand caressed her soft skin, causing her to feel an itch as if it was scratching her heart. 

Thus, Luo Chenxi was in a daze. 



‘My national husband, who’s always had a cold and aloof image, would actually bend down and put on 

my slippers for me? No one’s going to believe me even if I told others, right? 

‘But… He really did do it for me. 

‘Moreover, he did it so naturally.’ 

Seeing that Mu Yichen was about to turn around and leave, Luo Chenxi subconsciously reached out and 

grabbed his sleeve. 

Chapter 404: It Seemed As If They Were Actually Biological Mother And Daughter… 

 

“What’s wrong?” Mu Yichen turned around and frowned when he saw her pale face. 

Then, he bent down and touched her forehead, “Are you sick? You’ve been looking a little out of it since 

this morning. This won’t do… Lie down there. I’ll call the family doctor.” 

However, Luo Chenxi hurriedly shook her head, “No need, I’m not sick. Let’s go eat.” 

After that, she jumped off the bed, but Mu Yichen didn’t want to leave, so he pushed her back onto the 

bed. 

“Your face is as pale as a ghost, yet you still say you’re fine? Sit properly!” 

“I’m really not…” 

Luo Chenxi was halfway through her sentence when suddenly, there was the sound of footsteps coming 

from the corridor. 

“Big Sister, Daddy! Why haven’t you come down yet?” 

The little dumpling, who was wearing a bunny pajamas, appeared at the door. Then, when she saw the 

two of them hugging each other, her eyes widened. 

“Are you going to make younger brothers and sisters again?” 

Luo Chenxi’s face immediately turned red. “Make… What? Tang Tang, you’re mistaken. Let’s go eat…” 
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She wanted to get up again, but the man’s big hand was firmly pressed on her shoulder, preventing her 

from getting up. 

“You should lie in bed since you’re sick. I’ll bring up your dinner…” 

“I’m really not sick!” 

Luo Chenxi refuted loudly. 

However, Mu Yichen didn’t say anything. On the contrary, the little dumpling immediately became 

nervous when she heard the word “sick” and ran to the bed before she climbed onto it. 

However, her legs were too short, so she could not climb up no matter how hard she tried. 



Hence, Mu Yichen reached out and supported the little dumpling’s waist, helping his daughter onto the 

bed. 

After that, the little dumpling immediately climbed to Luo Chenxi’s side. “Big Sister, what’s wrong? Are 

you really sick?” 

She raised her chubby hand and touched Luo Chenxi’s forehead. 

It was exactly the same as what her father had done just now. 

At that moment, Luo Chenxi’s heart trembled and the corners of her eyes suddenly turned red. 

‘The little dumpling is so considerate! 

‘Every time I hug her soft little body, I would have an illusion that we really are biological mother and 

daughter…’ 

When she met the little dumpling and Mu Yichen’s concerned eyes, for a moment, she wanted to 

confess the truth at all costs and stay. 

But… 

When she thought of Lu Wenjun, she immediately calmed down. 

After all, Lu Wenjun couldn’t bear any more suffering, so she… Didn’t dare to take any more risks. 

‘Mummy’s health has always been bad, but never as bad as it nowis. 

‘It’s all because a few years ago, she had to work several jobs to earn money in order to let me realize 

my dream of wanting to study in Country Y, causing her health to be damaged. 

‘In the end, that happened to me and I got expelled from school without a degree. Plus, I was forced 

back to the country… 

‘Even so, Mummy never complained and would always comfort me, supporting me. 

‘I vowed a long time ago that I would make a name for myself in the future and let Mummy live a good 

life. 

‘But now, her life is in danger because of me…’ 

“Big Sister, what’s wrong? Are you unwell?” asked Tang Tang. 

The little dumpling saw that her eyes were red and quickly went over. “Big Sister, don’t cry. If Tang Tang 

kisses you, you won’t feel any pain!” 

As she spoke, she immediately went over and kissed Luo Chenxi’s face a few times. 

Then, Mu Yichen frowned, sat on the bed, and pulled her into his embrace. “What’s wrong? Are you 

really feeling unwell?” 

Luo Chenxi shook her head desperately and took a deep breath. “Mu… Mu Yichen, you should take the 

day off tomorrow. Let’s take Tang Tang to the amusement park and ride the Ferris wheel.” 



Mu Yichen was stunned for a moment before he shook his head. “I have an important meeting 

tomorrow.” 

Chapter 405: What Else Could He Do Except For Nod And Agree To Their Request? 

 

Hence, Luo Chenxi grabbed his sleeve and shook it, “Can’t you postpone your meeting to another date? 

We’ve already promised Tang Tang that we’ll take her to ride the Ferris Wheel. As parents, we can’t go 

back on our word!” 

The little dumpling was excited when she heard the words “Ferris Wheel”. Hence, she knelt on the bed 

and nodded, “Yes, Tang Tang wants to ride the Ferris Wheel! Daddy won’t take Tang Tang there, Daddy 

is a bad person!” 

Mu Yichen’s face instantly darkened when he heard this. 

‘What have I done this time? Why have I become a bad Daddy again?’ 

“I didn’t say I won’t bring you, but can’t we go another day? Let’s go this weekend instead.” 

“No, we have to go tomorrow!” Luo Chenxi insisted. 

Mu Yichen glared at her, “Stupid woman, are you deliberately going against me?” 

Luo Chenxi hugged the little dumpling and emphasized, “Tang Tang and I both want to go!” 

The little dumpling also turned around and hugged her tightly. “Big Sister and I both want to go!” 

Thus, the two similar looking little faces from the adult and child were full of anticipation. 

On top of that, the two pairs of big eyes flickered as they stared at him. 
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In fact, this was the scene that Mu Yichen could not stand the most. 

Every time he saw the mother and daughter begging him together, his principles completely went out 

the window. 

At that moment, he glanced at the two of them and was ready to get up. 

“Mu Yichen…” 

Luo Chenxi thought that he would not agree, so she pouted and pulled his sleeve again. 

However, Mu Yichen said, “You two head downstairs to eat first. Don’t make Mom wait too long. I’ll 

make a call to arrange tomorrow’s work.” 

“You’re actually agreeing to go tomorrow? Mu Yichen, you’re so nice!” Luo Chenxi was overjoyed. 

The little dumpling was also excited. “Daddy is so nice. I love Daddy the most!” 

As she said this, she stood on her tiptoes, hugged Mu Yichen’s neck, and kissed him on the cheek. 



Mu Yichen snorted, and his gaze fell on Luo Chenxi, as if he was waiting for something. 

Thus, Luo Chenxi was stunned. 

The little dumpling then tugged at her, “Big Sister, kiss Daddy too!” 

“… What?” Luo Chenxi’s face instantly turned a little red. 

She really wanted to say that only children would kiss others to express their gratitude, and that she was 

not Tang Tang! 

However, under Mu Yichen’s deep gaze, she subconsciously leaned towards him. 

Her soft lips lightly touched the man’s firm profile. 

After kissing him, Luo Chenxi quickly stepped back and picked up the little dumpling. “Let’s go eat!” 

After that, she quickly left. 

When she reached the door, she heard Mu Yichen’s voice on the phone. 

“The construction project for the downtown business district tomorrow…” 

‘The construction project for the downtown business district?!’ 

Luo Chenxi was stunned for a moment. She remembered that she had seen the news before. ‘This is a 

huge project worth tens of billions of yuan, said to be the biggest construction project in T City this year. 

‘Mu Yichen had to cancel such an important meeting just to play with me and the little dumpling? 

‘If it were any other time, I would’ve already regretted it and stopped asking Young Master Mu to 

accompany me willfully. 

‘But, today… 

‘I’ve got no choice but to be selfish this time.’ 

… 

The next day, the family of three got up early to prepare for their outing. 

Luo Chenxi dressed the little dumpling in a new dress that she had personally sewn and even tied two 

braided braids for her. 

Hence, the little dumpling was so happy that she kept looking at himself in the mirror. 

Tan Yueru knew that they were going on a trip, so she especially asked Sister Chen to prepare a picnic 

box with lots of delicious food in it. 

Furthermore, Luo Chenxi also got dressed up especially. She wore a pink and purple dress, which was 

from the same series as the little dumpling’s princess dress. 

It was a couple’s dress for mothers and daughters. 

Looking at it separately, it was a beautifully designed lace dress, which made her look pure and lovely. 



Chapter 406: Of Course, She Would Never Get The Chance Ever Again 

When Tan Yueru looked at her, she couldn’t stop smiling. “Daughter-In-Law, you’re really skilled. This 

mother-daughter set is absolutely amazing! With such a beautiful daughter-in-law and such a cute 

daughter going out together, that brat would be so proud!” 

Luo Chenxi was a little embarrassed. “Mom, you’re exaggerating already.” 

“I’m not, I’m not exaggerating!” Tan Yueru thought for a while and asked, “Do you really want to take 

Tang Tang with you? If you want to be alone, I could take Tang Tang with me instead.” 

Luo Chenxi shook her head hurriedly. “It’s alright, Mom. We’ve already made plans to ride the Ferris 

Wheel with Tang Tang.” 

‘I’d be unhappy if I had to leave the little dumpling behind.’ 

However, after hearing Tan Yueru’s words, Luo Chenxi remembered that she and Young Master Mu 

really didn’t have a proper date before. 

Of course, she would never get the chance to in the future. 

Hence, she suppressed the disappointment in her heart and sat in the living room to wait for a while. 

However, Mu Yichen didn’t come downstairs for a long time. 

Hence, Tan Yueru frowned. “What’s that brat doing? Sister Chen, go up and get him to hurry up.” 

… 

In the study on the second floor. 
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Mu Yichen heard Sister Chen’s voice and responded. He pulled open the drawer on his right and took 

out an exquisite jewelry box. 

He stared at it for a while before stuffing it into his pocket. 

After that, he turned around and left. 

… 

The Cadillac pulled up at the amusement park. 

Then, Luo Chenxi and Mu Yichen each held the little dumpling’s hand as they queued up to enter the 

park like normal tourists. 

According to Young Master Mu, in order to prevent his little princess from queueing up, he should have 

directly booked the entire amusement park. 

However, Luo Chenxi insisted on going to the amusement park like every other person, so Mu Yichen 

reluctantly compromised. 



It was the little dumpling’s first time visiting the amusement park, so she was instantly excited when she 

saw so many children. 

Her eyes were wide open as she looked left and right. 

If it weren’t for Luo Chenxi and Mu Yichen holding her back, the little dumpling would have long run 

away. 

In a corner of the amusement park, an acrobatic team was performing. It was surrounded by people. 

The little dumpling heard the noise and ran over as she dragged the two adults. 

However, there were too many people around. So, despite trying her best to hop around, she still 

couldn’t see anything. 

The little dumpling turned around and ran to Young Master Mu’s side, hugging his thigh. 

“Daddy, hug!” 

Mu Yichen’s expression was cold. “Now you’re thinking about Daddy?” 

‘When we were in the car just now, this little girl even kicked him!’ 

However, the little dumpling had an innocent expression on her face as she blinked his big eyes to try 

and flatter him. “Daddy is the best!” 

Luo Chenxi could not stand it any longer. “Mu Yichen, why are you bullying your daughter? Hurry up and 

carry her up so that she can see!” 

Only then did Mu Yichen reluctantly bend down and carry the little dumpling on his shoulders. 

Young Master Mu was tall and had long legs, coupled with his posture, he seemed tall and straight as he 

stood. 

Hence, when the little dumpling was carried by him, she immediately became much taller than the 

others and the scene in front of her clearly became visible. 

“Wow, that’s great! I can see everything clearly! Daddy is so awesome!” 

The little dumpling cheered excitedly. 

Luo Chenxi looked at the father and daughter’s backs and was moved. 

Hence, she took out her phone and took a photo. 

‘If I’m never going to see them again, these photos will be part of my permanent memories.’ 

At that moment, the corners of Mu Yichen’s mouth curled up. When he turned around, he saw Luo 

Chenxi in a daze. 

Hence, he immediately stretched out a hand, grabbed her wrist, and pulled her over. 

“Stupid woman, why are you standing so far away? Come closer! If you can’t see, I can carry you too.” 

As he spoke, he wanted to reach out to hug her. 



However, Luo Chenxi hurriedly took two steps back. “No need, I can see!” 

Chapter 407: Let Me Pretend That This Man And This Little Cutie Actually Belongs To Me… 

The little dumpling’s cries attracted the attention of many people around them. 

The tourists turned around and were immediately attracted by this family of three’s extremely good 

looks and started to discuss secretly. 

“Look, look at that family over there. That little girl is so cute!” 

“She’s wearing a mother-daughter set with her Mommy! Her Mommy is so pretty, it’s no wonder the 

daughter she gave birth to is so cute!” 

“And her Daddy too! Although her Daddy is wearing sunglasses, I can tell that he is definitely super 

handsome! I just don’t know why he looks so familiar… Could he be a celebrity?” 

“Her Daddy’s even picked up his daughter with just one hand. What a man! He didn’t forget to hold his 

wife’s hand tightly too, how cute!” 

“Why are all these good men from other families?!” 

Luo Chenxi heard the discussions around her and looked down at her left hand that was interlocked with 

Mu Yichen’s. Then, she looked up at Mu Yichen. 

If this was any other time, she would definitely feel a little embarrassed. 

But now, when she thought that there was not much time left for them to spend together, her heart 

ached. 

Then, she walked towards Mu Yichen. 

“Is Tang Tang too heavy for you to carry like this? If she is, you should put her down…” 
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Mu Yichen turned around and whispered into her ear. 

“Never say that to your man… never say that I can’t do it!” 

Luo Chenxi’s face suddenly turned red. 

At that moment, Mu Yichen tilted his head and kissed her on the lips. 

“Ahhhh, that couple has got such a lovely relationship, I’m so envious!” 

“They’re so sweet!” 

“His wife is so lucky, she’s literally a winner in life! Her husband is handsome and considerate, and her 

daughter is so cute…” 

Mu Yichen’s lips curled up, and he tightened his grip on Luo Chenxi’s fingers. 

Luo Chenxi hesitated for a moment, but she didn’t shake him off. Instead, she raised her head and 

puffed out her chest, standing side by side with him. 



They were like a real couple who had a good relationship. 

‘Just let me live in this dream for now. 

‘Let me pretend that this man and this little cutie actually belongs to me…’ 

… 

The family of three played in the amusement park for a whole day until nightfall before they sat on the 

Ferris Wheel. 

Luo Chenxi was initially worried that the little dumpling would be afraid. 

In the end, she realized that she was overthinking. 

The little dumpling was not afraid of heights at all and was extremely excited. Her little body was leaning 

against the window as she looked down without blinking and kept exclaiming in surprise. 

“Big Sister, there are so many lights down there. It’s so beautiful!” 

“Big Sister, which direction is our house? Can we see it?” 

“Big Sister, it’s so high! This is so fun! When Tang Tang jumps, the seat will sway…” 

“Ahem, Tang Tang, you shouldn’t simply jump. It’s dangerous!” 

Luo Chenxi quickly hugged the little dumpling who was jumping non-stop. “Are you hungry? There’s a 

strawberry pinecone here, you can eat some first if you want. We’ll go home for dinner after we’re done 

riding the Ferris Wheel.” 

In fact, the little dumpling could not sit still. After eating the pinecone, she leaned against the window 

again. 

Luo Chenxi touched her little head and suddenly realized that something was wrong. 

After getting on the Ferris Wheel, Young Master Mu, who was sitting opposite her, did not say a word. 

‘He’s unusually quiet.’ 

Then, she turned her head and found that Mu Yichen was looking at her. 

His deep, ink-like eyes flashed with a dark light. Under the moonlight, his handsome face was covered 

with a layer of hazy light. 

It was so perfect that it was almost unreal. 

Thus, Luo Chenxi was stunned by it. 

It was not until Mu Yichen curled his lips and let out a chuckle that she came back to her senses. Then, 

she coughed awkwardly and said, “Why… Why are you looking at me like that?” 

Mu Yichen touched his pocket and took out an exquisite jewelry box before he opened it in front of her. 

Chapter 408: Mu Yichen, You… You’re Not Proposing, Are You?! 

 



Luo Chenxi was stunned for a moment. 

Then, she took a closer look and found that there was a butterfly brooch in the box. Moreover, it looked 

very familiar. 

‘It’s the one that I designed when I went to SL group to participate in the Huafeng Competition’s 

preliminaries! 

‘After that, Sheng Yu gave me that brooch. But, before I could even get a good hold of it, it got 

confiscated by the jealous Young Master Mu! 

‘Now…’ 

In fact, the brooch was no longer the hard cardboard that Luo Chenxi had cut out. Instead, it was made 

of real rubies and diamonds, a high-grade custom-made jewelry that was perfectly restored. 

Apart from that, the butterfly’s wings were made of a whole piece of diamond. From any angle, it looked 

crystal clear and dazzling. 

Even though Luo Chenxi did not have much knowledge about jewelry, she knew that the value of this 

brooch must be beyond her imagination. 

“This… This is… For me?” 

After a while, she found her voice again. 

Mu Yichen snorted, “Nonsense! If I don’t give it to you, what am I going to do with it?!” 
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Luo Chenxi almost choked again. 

Young Master Mu took out the brooch and stretched his slender fingers to Luo Chenxi’s chest, trying to 

pin it on for her. 

Luo Chenxi suddenly woke up and stepped back. 

Mu Yichen missed her and his expression turned ugly, “What are you doing?” 

Luo Chenxi shook her head, “This is too expensive, I can’t accept it…” 

“This is too expensive? My wife, Mu Yichen’s wife, doesn’t even have a few decent pieces of jewelry, 

does this even make any sense?” 

“But… But…” 

Luo Chenxi didn’t know what to say. 

‘I’m not the real Young Madam Mu. Plus, I’m about to leave… 

After a long while, she said, “Why… Why are you giving me such an expensive jewelry?” 

“Because…” 

Mu Yichen blurted out, but he suddenly stopped halfway. 



“Because what?” Luo Chenxi blinked her eyes strangely. 

Mu Yichen glanced at her, and his expression became even colder. He hesitated for a moment before he 

said, “Our marriage… Well, you should know very well that we only invited a few relatives for a meal at 

that time. So, we didn’t have a proper wedding at all and there are still many people who don’t know 

that you’re Young Madam Mu. I’ve indeed wronged you in this matter…” 

He paused for a moment and cleared his throat. 

“So, if you accept the brooch, it means that you’re willing to live a good life with me. After that, we’ll 

find a time to have a proper wedding…” 

Mu Yichen had taken a huge round when he said this. 

Luo Chenxi stared at his slightly red handsome face and suddenly understood. 

“Mu Yichen, you… You’re not proposing, are you? !” 

Mu Yichen’s expression became even more uncomfortable. “Propose? We’re already married, so why 

would I need to propose?! It’s just that it was too hasty at that time. The Mu Family is a famous 

aristocratic family in China after all. So, if we leave things like this, it’s inevitable that outsiders will 

criticize us…” 

Mu Yichen’s expression was cold, and he didn’t say anything sweet either. In fact, there was even a hint 

of disdain in his eyes when he looked at her. 

However, Luo Chenxi’s eyes were filled with tears. 

She didn’t even dare to blink her eyes. She was afraid that if she blinked, tears would flow 

uncontrollably. 

‘This tsundere… 

‘He’s even got to give so many reasons to propose!’ 

However, how could she not understand? If he hadn’t truly accepted her, how could the high and 

mighty Young Master Mu consider whether their wedding was done hastily or not? Would he have 

thought that he had wronged her? 

At that moment, Mu Yichen glared at her. “It’s settled then! We’ll go back and ask Mom to set a new 

date…” 

“No, I didn’t agree to it.” 

Luo Chenxi interrupted him. 

Chapter 409: Our Daughter Is Already So Grown Up, So If She Doesn’t Marry Me, Who Else Is She 

Going To Marry? 

 

“Wait, I didn’t agree to it.” 



‘Mu Yichen’s getting more and more carried away with this, he’s even talking about setting a new date.’ 

Luo Chenxi quickly interrupted him. 

Hence, Mu Yichen was stunned for a moment, then he frowned and glanced at her unhappily. “What did 

you say? You don’t agree? Stupid woman, I’m not asking for your opinion, I’m just telling you…” 

“Mu Yichen, do you know what a proposal is? A proposal is something that can be rejected by others. 

Why won’t you allow me to reject you?” 

Upon hearing this, Mu Yichen’s expression became even uglier. His black eyes instantly narrowed. 

“I said, this isn’t a proposal! Even… Even if it is, why would you reject me?” 

‘This little woman drools when she sees my face everyday, so it’s obvious that she’s extremely attracted 

to him. 

Besides, our daughter is already so grown up. If she doesn’t marry me, who else is she going to marry? 

Luo Chenxi swallowed her saliva and tried to control her trembling voice, “Because… Because, who in 

the world would do it like you? Shouldn’t you at least prepare a diamond ring for the proposal?” 

Mu Yichen gritted his teeth, “How much can a diamond ring be worth? Even if I gave you a pigeon egg, it 

wouldn’t be as valuable as this brooch.” 
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‘Moreover, this brooch was the little woman’s first debut on stage, so it’s very memorable. 

‘Otherwise, I wouldn’t have found an excuse to confiscate it and especially get the best jewelry designer 

to make it as it is.’ 

“But, a diamond ring is a diamond ring, so it’s a different meaning, doesn’t it? This is an oath to a 

marriage, it’s not something you can just use money to measure.” Luo Chenxi deliberately found an 

excuse to avoid it. 

Then, Mu Yichen stared at the little woman’s face for a long time. 

Luo Chenxi tried her best to open her eyes wide and force back her tears, trying her best not to let the 

man see any flaws. 

Finally, Mu Yichen snorted coldly, “Other than a diamond ring, what else do you want?” 

Hearing this, for a moment, Luo Chenxi wanted to laugh. 

‘This stubborn man just emphasized that this isn’t a proposal. 

‘Now, he’s asking me what I want…’ 

However, even though the corners of her mouth twitched, she couldn’t smile. 

‘If Young Master Mu had proposed to me yesterday, I would’ve happily said yes. 

‘But… Why today…’ 



“Stupid woman, I’m asking you a question!” 

Seeing that she didn’t speak, Mu Yichen was a little impatient and directly approached her. 

He pressed one hand on the wall behind her and held her slender waist with the other hand. In an 

aggressive posture, he pulled her into his embrace. 

“I…” 

Luo Chenxi opened her mouth, but she couldn’t make a sound. 

Seeing this handsome face up close made her extremely moved, and seeing the blazing flames in those 

black eyes, it made her heart tremble. 

Then, a sour feeling filled her entire chest, making her almost unable to breathe. 

“Hurry up and tell me!” 

Mu Yichen lowered his head, and his thin lips moved closer to her.. 

“Bad Daddy! Big bad wolf! Don’t bully Big Sister!” 

The little dumpling, who was leaning against the window to enjoy the scenery, suddenly appeared out of 

nowhere and kicked her Daddy’s chest without any restraint. 

Hence, Mu Yichen was caught off guard and groaned in pain. 

However, before he could say anything, the little dumpling’s eyes lit up when she saw the brooch in the 

jewelry box. 

“Big Sister, this is so pretty! Let Tang Tang put it on for you!” 

With that said, she grabbed the brooch and gestured at Luo Chenxi’s chest. 

Luo Chenxi was afraid that she would be pricked by the sharp needle, so she quickly stopped her. “I’ll do 

it myself, Tang Tang, give me the brooch first.” 

However, the little dumpling refused to let go of the brooch. After fiddling with it for a while, she finally 

put it on Luo Chenxi’s chest. 

Chapter 410: Wishing She Could Stay By His Side And Coax The Tsundere Forever… 

 

“It’s very pretty, Big Sister!” The little dumpling blinked her big eyes as she said that. 

“Tang Tang is such a good girl. Tang Tang is also very beautiful today!” Luo Chenxi lowered her head and 

kissed Tang Tang on the cheek after she said that. 

Mu Yichen was originally filled with anger when his daughter kicked him away. 

However, when he turned around, the little troublemaker successfully pinned the brooch on the little 

woman’s chest… 

His anger kept on waning in and out. 



‘This stupid woman… She agrees to whatever the little dumpling wants to do, but she would always go 

against me if I wanted her to do anything!’ 

On the other hand, Luo Chenxi secretly looked at him and secretly rejoiced. 

‘Fortunately, the little dumpling’s sudden interruption calmed my excitement a little. 

‘Otherwise, I would’ve cried in front of Mu Yichen just now. 

‘This man… How could he be so good? 

‘The first time we met on our wedding night, I clearly felt that Mu Yichen had a terrible character and 

was the most difficult and tsundere Young Master in the world. 
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‘But now… 

‘I’m actually hoping that I could stay by his side and coax this tsundere for the rest of my life…’ 

… 

After a while, the Ferris Wheel slowly descended to the ground. 

Hence, Zhuo Feng drove the three of them home. 

Since Mu Yichen’s proposal was rejected, he was in a bad mood. So, he didn’t pay much attention to Luo 

Chenxi and the little dumpling the entire time. 

When he got home, he immediately walked to the second floor. 

“Mu Yichen…” 

Luo Chenxi wanted to stop him. 

However, Young Master Mu went straight into the study and slammed the door shut. 

Luo Chenxi watched his figure disappear behind the door, and her expression became complicated. 

After hesitating for a while, she carried the little dumpling into the children’s room. 

For some reason, the little dumpling became very clingy and felt a little insecure as soon as she got 

home. 

Luo Chenxi coaxed her for a long time, but the little dumpling did not fall asleep. 

Every time, she would feel drowsy, but as soon as Luo Chenxi’s hand left her body, the little dumpling’s 

eyes would immediately widen. 

She pouted pitifully, “Big Sister, don’t go, stay with Tang Tang…” 

Luo Chenxi’s heart melted when she saw her cute face. 

The words “don’t go” were like a sharp knife stabbing into her heart… 



Hence, she held the little dumpling’s chubby hand tightly. “I won’t go, I’m not going anywhere. I’ll stay 

here with you…” 

After that, she went on coaxing the little dumpling until the middle of the night before the little 

dumpling fell asleep from being tired. 

Luo Chenxi then looked at the clock on the wall. 

‘It’s already 12am. 

‘But, the study room’s doors are still closed. 

‘Young Master Mu hasn’t come out since he went in. 

‘I can tell that he’s quite angry because of what happened today. 

‘If it were any other day, I definitely wouldn’t go against him. After all, that tsundere wouldn’t stay angry 

for more than a day and I could just coax him tomorrow. 

‘But today… 

‘I don’t want our last night spent in a cold war.’ 

Luo Chenxi thought for a moment and suddenly blushed. Then, she turned around and went back to the 

master bedroom. 

… 

Knock, knock, knock! 

Someone was knocking on the door. 

Mu Yichen, who was at his desk, looked up impatiently. “Who is it?” 

“It’s me,” the little woman’s sweet voice sounded. “Mu Yichen, it’s so late already. Aren’t you going to 

sleep?” 

“I have something to do. You can sleep by yourself.” 

“But, Hubby, it’s too tiring for you to work so late. Can I come in and comfort you?” 

Mu Yichen wanted to reject her so that the little woman could experience what it was like to be 

rejected. 

However, when he heard the little woman actually call him “Hubby”, his heart moved. 

Hence, he let out a sigh of relief, “You can come in, but I don’t have much time to deal with… You…” 

Luo Chenxi pushed the door open and entered as he said that. 

After Mu Yichen saw her appearance, he choked back the words that were on the tip of his tongue. 

Then, his eyes widened and his breathing suddenly became rapid! 

 


